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The year of 2020, at least in the openSUSE world, is starting out to be pretty stable. In little more than a week into the
new year, there have been five openSUSE Tumbleweed snapshots released.
The releases, with the exception of one, are either posting a stable rating or are trending at a stable rating, according to
the Tumbleweed snapshot reviewer.
With the release of snapshot 20200107, more OpenGL and Vulkan driver features and improvements came in the
update of the Mesa 19.3.1 package. The newer version update also provides better AMD Radeon Accelerated
Processing Unit (APU) performance.
The bluez-tools package that is a set of tools to manage Bluetooth devices for Linux had a minor update from the
previous three-year-old package included in Tumbleweed. GNOME?s web browser package epiphany provided some
security AdBlocker preferences in the 3.34.3.1 version. Message transfer agent exim reduced the start up process
initialization with version 4.93.0.4 and fixed more than a half dozen bugs. KDE?s kdevelop5 5.4.6 version fixed some
wrong text in the license. Network detector, packet sniffer, and intrusion detection system package for wireless network
kismet updated to its December release in the snapshot. One package update that stands out in the snapshot is the
release of the finger reader package for Linux devices libfprint 1.0; this first major release provides better
documentation and bug fixes related to restarting a failed verification immediately.The osc 0.167.2 package fixed
regression in osc chroot. Other packages updated in the snapshot were rubygem-parser 2.7.0.1 and tigervnc 1.10.0
among others.
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